Croydon golden age
[Microform]

I on country: an indigenous guide to K'gari (Fraser Island) and the Fraser coast /...

305.89915

Fraser Island
featured
Aboriginals and castaways / <by> L.E. Skinner and ...

994.32

Croydon golden age
[Microform]

Croydon golden age
[Microform]

Female protester at the Roma Forum in Brisbane, Queensland... Games, Juno, 1944-, 1982, 122980

Soldier W. A. Pavey
2005, 212188226030092061
The Queenslander cover

The Queenslander cover Everything
The Queenslander cover SLQ collections
The Queenslander cover SLQ digital collections
The Queenslander cover SLQ Family History Indexes
The Queenslander cover Articles etc.

Quotation marks can be used to define a phrase search.
Example: “landscape design” OR “landscape architecture”.
More search help is available here.

Featured Collection:
A boom in population after WW2 left Australia with a shortage of an estimated 300,000 houses. Responding to issues of costs and time, aspects of building the homes were standardised and publications including the Queensland Housing Commission plans 1959 were released, showing architect sketches and plans of houses we have come to know as “post-war”.

Follow SLQ on Twitter

Tweets by @slqld

State Library of Qld
@slqld

Eight horsepower Sports Tourer (the first new vehicle to be sold in Brisbane after World War II) #12DaysOfSLQChristmas 🎅 Front view of a Standard eight horsepower sports tourer, Brisbane, 1950.
PHONE

FACE TO FACE MEETINGS

PRESENTATIONS
Concept / Visual Design

DISCUSSIONS – KEY STAFF / TEAMS
Built understanding & buy-in across the library

EMAIL

DRIVE

SHARED REPOSITORY
- Contacts & comms protocols
- Timelines
- Weekly report
- To Do
- Observations
How fabulous is this! I’m blown away! Unstacked - a real-time visualisation of the resources people are accessing from SLQ catalogue One Search. A visual showcase of the items in the collection, curated by users.

Fiona Dixon | Librarian | Information Services

I had a client who put in an online request for research about an image of a bird that she had seen the previous day on the Unstacked screen as she left the library. I was able to find the image, as well as other images and articles to help her with her research. She was thrilled to get the material, and that she had been walking past the screen at the right time to see that we had such images.

Josh Kitchens – May 3 at 9:56 AM

I think it would make a great screensaver on staff and public access computers. I think it could also be used as stand-by slide to show before, in between and after presentations at SLQ conferences. It would also look good as a ‘billboard’ sign - or projected on a large screen at night in the cultural precinct during high visitation times or during promotions. People could interact with it.

Christine Stucley – May 3 at 8:48 AM

I really inspiring, inviting and visual, with thanks.

That’s my grandfather!

Staff member

I got married there!

Member of the public looking at a photo

Me again, 2 days and I'm addicted...I leave the screen open as I work...

SLQ public feedback form

I've seen people walk through and see material on the Unstacked screen which they'd just been looking at on computers upstairs (seeming positively moved by this).

Jason Topp | Visitor Services Assistant

I had a client who put in an online request for research about an image of a bird that she had seen the previous day on the Unstacked screen as she left the library. I was able to find the image, as well as other images and articles to help her with her research. She was thrilled to get the material, and that she had been walking past the screen at the right time to see that we had such images.

Fiona Dixon | Librarian | Information Services